We discuss conditions giving rise to stationary position-momentum correlations among quantum states in the Fock and coherent basis associated with the natural invariant for the one-dimensional time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian operators such as the Kanai-Caldirola Hamiltonian. We also discuss some basic features such as quantum decoherence of the wave functions resulting from the corresponding quantum dynamics of these systems that exhibit no timedependence in their quantum correlations. In particular, steady statistical momentum averages are seen over welldefined time intervals in the evolution of a linear superposition of the basis states of modified exponentially damped mass systems.
Introduction
Time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonians describe a number of systems of relevant physical interest in several distinguished areas, ranging from quantum optics 1-6 to cosmology 7-14 and accelerator physics 15 . These Hamiltonians basically represent a paradigm as regards to aspects pertinent to the formal treatment of nonautonomous systems both at classical and at quantum levels see, e.g. 16-24 and references therein . Several studies have been devoted to providing analytical details of the loss of coherence experienced by wave packets undergoing quantum dynamics ruled by time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonians. In this communication, we present arguments on aspects connected to the requirements on evolving wave packets undergoing time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian dynamics that exhibit no time dependence in their quantum correlations and/or the Heisenberg uncertainty relation among position and momentum operators. To our knowledge, such arguments raised in devising wave packets that satisfy these requirements have never been previously presented.
Advances in Mathematical Physics
Indeed, finding time intervals over which quantum statistical momenta are steady might be perceived as a somewhat surprising result. If so, one could have underestimated lessons coming from one elementary example, namely, the exponentially damped mass or KanaiCaldirola systems 25, 26 .
The aim of the paper is twofold. First, by resorting to simple examples, we establish that the above-mentioned features are compatible with the rich phenomenology derived from these time-dependent quadratic systems. Second, we explicitly detail some of the statistical features displayed by systems that are time-diffeomorphic to Kanai-Caldirola systems.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the Fock states associated with a harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian with time-dependent mass and frequency and the associated invariant operator and creation/annihilation operators. This section proceeds to the Lewis-Riesenfeld LR states and the relationship between mass and frequency that gives rise to constant position-momentum correlations. Section 3 uses the mass-frequency relation of Section 2 to find the coefficients of the Bogolubov mapping of the Schrödinger operators into each other and then shows the evolution of the system under time-dependent mass and frequency. In Section 4, the LR geometric phases are introduced to the basis states of the system, and correlation and coherence are discussed. Last section then discusses the generally nonadiabatic nature of a system with constant position momentum correlation.
Fock-and Coherent-Type States Attaining Constant Momenta
As discussed in numerous papers, the description of the quantum dynamics of timedependent quadratic Hamiltonian systems can be essentially based on adopting a one-mode squeezing formalism. The result, which was first derived by Lewis and Riesenfeld in 18 , and excellently reviewed in 19 , is well understood from symmetry analysis and invariant theory 27 . In describing nonautonomous systems at the quantum level, it is helpful to know invariant operators 22 . Once the spectral problem for the invariant is solved, each of the resulting eigenvectors is equipped with proper geometric phase factors to represent a particular solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. In particular, consider a general nonautonomous quadratic quantum system governed by the Hamiltonian operator
where q, p are the position and momentum Hamiltonian conjugate operators,respectively, and the mass m m t and frequency ω ω t parameters are functions of time t. The basic invariant operator
is then found for the system, with σ σ t a real positive function that is the solution to the differential equation of the Ermakov type 
Consequently, Fock-type spaces are defined at different times in terms of the eigenstates |n of the number operator N hence of I , N|n n|n . These spaces are then mapped one into the other through a time-dependent Bogolubov transformation 29 .
Similarly, coherent-like bases at different times may be defined by means of the eigenstates |α associated with the spectral problem for the time-dependent operator a, that is, a|α α|α . These are the so-called LR coherent states 18 actually squeezed states 30 . The number-type states |n , and consequently the coherent-type states a lá Lewis-Riesenfeld |α , do not solve the Schrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian operator 2.1 . For this to happen, each |n has to be equipped with a proper phase the Lewis-Riesenfeld geometric phase 18 , see 4.1 below . This clarifies in several respects why these states are of interest.
Under the time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian dynamics, physical states for instance, those that might exhibit minimum Heisenberg uncertainty at some initial time , generally loose coherence during their time evolution as a consequence of the time-dependent Bogolubov squeezing transformation. This affects position-momentum correlations. In particular, it turns out that δ introduced above, 2.6 , can be recognized as twice the positionmomentum correlation among LR states because 1 hereinafter
lower-scripts α and n mean that variances are evaluated in the coherent or Fock basis, resp. . Position-momentum correlations among eigenvectors of the time-dependent a and N can be 
In other words, we have a class of time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonians whose simplest example is the celebrated Caldirola-Kanai Hamiltonian with a constant frequency and exponentially damped mass. This Hamiltonian probably represents the more natural from a physical perspective. However, it is interesting to note that the differential form of 2.9 is just a time-dependent Riccati-type equation, and that seeking a solution with constant mass rather than constant frequency produces a genuine parametric oscillator case, with m m 0 and
There is in fact another way to look at the equation 2.9 . The diffeomorphism t → ω
ωdt yields a time-dependent quadratic system with an effective constant frequency ω 0 , and an effective mass mω ω 0 . There is no reason to be confined just to Kanai-Caldirola systems to observe constant Heisenberg uncertainty products. As one might expect on intuitive grounds as well as via elementary math, energy could flow into the system via the frequency parameter provided that there is a concomitant change in the mass parameter. The dynamical characteristics possibly shown by systems with a mass-frequency relation 2.9 are thereby merely inherited from those with constant mass damping, the major difference being in the difference in the passage of "laboratory" time t and the systems "proper" time 1 3.1 among the others implying Δ α qΔ α p 1/2 |μ ν||μ − ν| . In particular, if the evolution implied by 2.9 occurs, we easily find that the Bogolubov coefficients μ and ν vary according to
3.2
In this context, the sought-after stationarity of the quantum correlations is, in practice, intimately connected to the assertion that the Hamiltonian and the invariant operators cannot have a common instantaneous spectral resolution at the instant when the "steady-behavior" starts to be observed. In fact, the coefficient ν above does not vanish at initial time t 0 because of the presence of an initial squeezing δ, ν / 0 at t 0 : at t 0 , the ladder operators a and a † cannot transform into the ladder operators a S,ho and a † S,ho of a standard harmonic oscillator with mass m 0 and frequency ω 0 . The eigenvectors resulting from the instantaneous diagonalization at time t 0 of the invariant I cannot coincide with those of the Hamiltonian H at the the same time n| H|n 2n 1 1 δ 2 0 ω . Properties of the eigenvectors of the modal Fock basis {|n } at arbitrary times are developed in terms of Wigner functions illustrated for low modes in Figure 1 . There we see that states |n exhibit squeezing, and less smooth transitions from classicality to nonclassicality than the corresponding eigenstates associated with the harmonic oscillator. As the Wigner functions evolve in phase space, these progressively spread out and diminish in magnitude, but converge about the center as an effect of damping .
A complementary perspective is provided by the transition probabilities P j → k | j|k S,ho | 2 of states |j with respect to the harmonic oscillator states |k S,ho . Once the constant momenta ansatz 2.9 enters into consideration, these probabilities can generally be displayed as functions of the time-dependent frequency parameter ω t , and of its time-integral t t 0 ω t dt , by adapting formulae derived in 31 . Straightforward inspection reveals their features, which can be essentially summarized as follows j, k / 0, 0 : i these are asymmetric bell-shaped curves, with a resulting decay rate slower than the initial increasing rate;
ii as long as the constant value of momenta δ increases, the maximum is left-shifted i.e., for a monotonically increasing frequency parameter ω, the projection onto an initial-time Fock state is maximal much earlier in time with increasing δ and the suppression rate becomes greater; and iii as functions of δ 0 , the P n → n 's exhibit a pair of extremals, although as a kind of very marginal effect see Figures 2 and 3 .
Further insight is gained by looking at the second-order correlation functions
n a † a n S,ho 2 .
3.3
At the initial time, these assume the value which is always greater than the Poissonian value n − 1 /n regardless of the specific values of δ 0 and n which are monotonic increasing and functions , see Figure 4 . In the asymptotic limit t t 0 ω t dt → ∞, g 2 t 0 attains the limit value 3 1 2n 2n 2 / 1 2n 2 ; in general, the greater the magnitude of δ 0 is, the more rapidly the limit is approached. The entries of the position-momentum correlation matrix associated with the wave-packet 4.2 are identified through
Wave Packets with Prescribed Steady Covariance Matrix Elements
where the time-dependent coefficients a, b, c assume obvious standard forms that depend on normalization constants and sines and cosines of phase differences. Descriptions of interference patterns that arise from the related geometrical phases are obtained by evaluating differences between the phases φ r of 4.2 . As Lewis-Riesenfelds total geometric phase ϕ j that can be associated with each eigenstate |j depends linearly on j, then, for whatever the specific linear combination one has, the time-dependence of the interferences is basically governed by just the single-phase ϕ 0 . Despite this, understanding how the desired properties of those quantities in 4.3 might be obtained is still not obvious: it generally requires solving highly nonlinear differential equations that couple both mass and frequency time-dependent parameters. Let us focus on how one derives the oscillator parameters, as well as select and weight the states of wave packets, to produce a prescribed constant value Δ 0 for the position-momentum correlation Δ ψ q, p on |ψ . The lesson we learned from the previous section is that precise relationships between mass and frequency are needed to generate Fock-or coherent-type states on which squeezing characteristics can be imposed ab initio and that these are sufficiently robust in respect to correlations. Naively, we might say that the way the Hamiltonian kinetic energy term and the energy pumped into the system through the potential varies during evolution is such that if the states are initially properly chosen there is an effective dynamical balance of their roles at successive times. The remark we make here is that more general structures of the type 4.2 for which the correlations are robust with respect to the dynamics can be identified as well if mass and frequency parameters are properly connected one to the other via other relationships. The possibility of identifying non-empty sets of states enjoying the property jointly with the associated parameter conditions, by avoiding highly complicated nonlinear differential equations while 
const, 4.6
Clearly, the case must be treated with care because of the tan-term. A natural time window enters into the description of the system, which is basically defined by the range allowed for τ, −π/2, π/2 mod π . A nonvanishing covariance would carry a discontinuous term into the mass/frequency correspondence. If one is willing to afford the description of dynamics in the case of noncontinuous parameters, then one always has to remember that whenever a discontinuity occurs in σ and m then a change of Fock basis and a matching of the Bogolubov coefficients is generally required. Requiring that covariance should always vanish would provide instead protection from such discontinuities. If both the ansatz σ σ c,0 const and Δ 0 0 were to be considered, then
In turn, the mass/frequency correspondence of 4.4 would finally yield
4.9
For wave-function |Ψ k,k 1 , one expects a slight difficulty as the presence of the term implies that the reality of the formal condition for the function features only if
This is possible only if k 0 and |c k 1,0 | is less than 5 − √ 13 /4 the lesser this is, the wider is the range of the cosine argument .
Lewis-Riesenfeld Coherent and Cat States
Before discussing states expanded as linear combinations of eigenvectors |α corresponding to the time-dependent annihilation operator a, it is worth noting that they are no solutions to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. A more useful set of states than the LewisRiesenfeld basis would be one constructed by letting the unitary operator,which accounts for the geometric phase dressing act on each of its elements associated with a constant eigenvalue α, {|α ϕ U ϕ |α }. Since |α ϕ e iϕ 0 |e i2ϕ 0 α , states are, therefore, still eigenstates of the timedependent annihilation operator, but with complex eigenvalues, which are phase-shifted by twice the vacuum geometrical phase with respect to the eigenvalue of the "naked" LR state |α . Most importantly, for any constant α, the vector state |α ϕ U ϕ |α is just a solution to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with initial squeezed coherent form fixed by the relationship between the instantaneous diagonalization at t 0 of the Hamiltonian 2.1 and ϕ α −2ϕ 0 is assumed to vary, the discontinuity of mass parameters during evolution is needed to sustain a nonvanishing constant covariance. That implies the possible breaking of the mass parameter curve associated with vanishing covariance Figure 5 . The steadiness condition cannot survive the loss of coherence mechanism imposed by dynamics beyond the characteristic proper time window, unless it is sustained by a suitable instantaneous jump of the first derivative of the mass parameter to restore a likely initial configuration after one typical period, the same arguments do evidently apply again . In particular, the choice of the constancy of the auxiliary function σ immediately turns into the condition that the mass and consequently the frequency through 4.4 varies according to a modified exponential law in defined time intervals Figure 5 .
Discussion
We considered position-momentum covariance matrix elements associated with solutions of the Schrödinger equation for systems for which the dynamics is ruled by a quadratic Hamiltonian with time-dependent mass and frequency parameters. In particular, we paid attention to the possibility that states with prescribed constant correlations can be constructed. It turns out that correlations can be reasonably robust during dynamics if energy appropriately flows into the system. At first, one might erroneously believe that the constancy of correlation matrix elements represents a kind of mild effect reflecting the circumstance that an adiabatic or pretty close to it regime is necessarily taking place. This conclusion is not correct, in general. The stationarity of the position-momentum Heisenberg uncertainty relation 2.7 is shown provided that 2.9 occurs, in fact. As can easily be inferred by introducing parameters related to adiabaticity ε and slow-varying time τ as customary, for all quadratic Hamiltonians, the mass-frequency relationship associated with such evolutions reads mω const, neglectinġ M 2 and M 2 and the search for likely frequency dependence. Significantly, this implies const and the minimality of the Heisenberg uncertainty among LR states |α . The dynamical condition for constant covariance means instead that mω 2 const. The limit ∝ e 2 δ 0 ωdt → const, therefore, promotes the stationarity nonminimality condition 2.9 over states |n likewise |α to that of null covariance. Also, bearing in mind that in the adiabatic regime the geometric phase term merely reduces to an integral over the time-dependent frequency parameter 32 , the function δ characterizing the sought dynamical regime is completely absent. The rate of the exponential term in the right hand side of 2.9 , therefore, quantifies the needed deviation from adiabaticity of the processes thereby preserving the steadiness of covariances among modal Fock states |n and Lewis-Riesenfeld generalized coherent states. Details have been, therefore, provided in regard to features displayed by quantum states associated with nonautonomous quadratic Hamiltonian within the dynamics implied by stationarity of the Heisenberg uncertainty and/or correlations. Once the analysis is performed within the invariant framework and by exploiting the Bogolubov mappings, the case is very naturally introduced. In its simplest form, it can be formally treated with elementary algebraic math. Nevertheless, its analysis is significant in that it provides arguments to support counterintuitive examples of wave-packets for nonautonomous systems that do not change position-momentum correlation properties during evolution in spite of the fact that these i.e., the shapes actually decohere. A key point remains in identifying proper energy inflows and suitable initially squeezed states that exhibit the property of maintaining of the steadiness of correlations, at least for some time intervals see 4.6 and 4.15 .
